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“Committed to the luxurious craft of leather,
best describes the artisans of Sol & Luna”

OUR STORY
It all started when the owners of Sol&Luna were presented with an opportunity to
invest in a cattle ranch in the jungle of the remote Paraguayan Chaco. After
several visits it became clear that over generations, the people of this region had
become agile craftsman in leather and the opportunity to share their wonderful
work became a passion
In 2003 Sol&Luna was launched, focused on using wood and leather from the
Chaco region to form a product line of sustainable goods combined with an
unparalleled standard of excellence; only the highest quality materials are given
to uniquely talented artisans and the result is the incomparable Sol&Luna
Collection.
Starting with simple items such as salt and pepper grinders, flasks, trays, and ice
buckets, the collection then grew through experimentation in hunting stools,
tables, armchairs, desks, and coolers and has since included such extravagant
pieces as bicycles a Vespa motorcycle and even a Citroen 2CV automobile! At
Sol & Luna the possibilities are limitless!
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THE ART OF LEATHER
Sol&Luna’s leather is completly natural and our products are hand finished made
from a fine cow leather.
Great care is taken during the tanning process to retain the natural
characteristics of the leather. Examination of the finished product will reveal
some variations of coulour, graining and briar marks from scratches sustained
during the life time of the animal. All of wich garantee that each piece is unique.
Sol&luna leather is handmade and the tanning process is ecological, 100%
Vegetable leather, 100% cowhide, handmade and hand sewn.
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OUR PRODUCTS
We show the versatility of leather in our 6 product categories: a total of 9
collections of Chairs and Stools, Home decor, Furniture, Tableware, Coolers,
Thermos, Ice buckets and Garden Accessories.
Thanks to the Art of Leather, our products have turned original and luxury.
Articles that have no comparison with anything in the world of decoration.
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HO BY SOL & LUNA
In October 2017, Sol & Luna launched Home in Order brand with the aim of
bringing back the values and quality of traditional Spanish craftsmanship. HO by
Sol&luna is the only brand in the world that turns the order into a luxury
We offer a wide range of accessories for the perfect placement of each article
inside your closet: leather, suede, wood and lacquered hangers; smart storage
containers wrapped in leather, fabric or paper; Footwear accessories and
clothing care accessories.
“We start by the premise that to Order is to decorate”
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INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
Since 2004 Sol & Luna participates in the Maison & Objet fair in Paris, which
has led to its expansion at an international level.
From restaurants and hotels around the world, to yachts on the
Mediterranean, villas in France and chalets in the Alps. The fusion of
European designs and Paraguayan craftsmanship yields rare objects which
our clients enjoy in the world's most exclusive settings.
In the middle of this story, the Spanish firm Sol & luna, which has developed
new applications for leather in the world of decoration.
In May 2019 we attended for the first time the International Contemporary
Furniture (ICFF) in New York, where we were able to increase the distribution
of Sol & Luna in the United States market.
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THE BOUTIQUE
Sol & Luna boutique was opened in 2003 with the intention of offering a very original
line of furniture and objects covered in natural leather. Since then, our collections have
been growing, being able to offer from our mythical ice bucket to a complete leather
seating for a dining room.
This offer is completed with very exclusive decoration items from other prestigious
national and international brands and also chosen to complement our offer of leather
goods such as tableware, lamps, blankets, candles, etc.
We import William Yeoward Crystal, considered the best in the world - with replicas of
the glassworks that the Kings of England had in the 18th century; the signature
dinnerware of the German Dibbern and the Austrian firm Gmundner.
In October 2017, we introduced our newest collection HO by Sol&luna that turns the
order into a luxury and brings back the values and quality of traditional Spanish
craftsmanship.
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Sol&Luna Tlf : + (34) 91 145 20 60. Email solxluna@solxluna.com

MORE INFORMATION
Web
Instagram
Facebook
Linkedin
Youtube
Press Clipping
Catalogue
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